KHOTAN,  CAPITAL OF TUNGANIA
with Turki songs. The aksakal was away, but his Afghan
secretary saw to it that we wanted for nothing and Saduk
acted as our servant. He slept in the garden in a worn-out
cart and, no matter what the hour, if I woke up at night, the
light of his little opium lamp was burning. When we
needed him in the morning Saduk would appear, haggard
and pale, like a ghost. It was he who helped us to under-
stand something the secretary, with an air of great pride, was
trying to tell us—that when he was in Kabul he had read a
story translated from the French about a Hindu prince who
was a man of genius and who, revolting against a usurper,
spent his life in a submarine. The prince was, of course,
Captain Nemo and the book, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under
the Sea. Thus recalled at Khotan, so far from the nearest
point of the ocean, the story seemed more fabulous than ever.
The aksakaPs family lived in an old dark house in the
shadow of a huge trellis on the other side of the orchard wall.
It was there that I went to prepare enough apricot jam for
the next stage of our journey; for apricot jam was almost the
only thing we found pleasure in eating while marching in
the broiling weather. On top of a trunk there were jars of
rose jam surrounded by noisy wasps. Earthenware teapots
ornamented recesses in the walls of the rooms. I noticed also
an old Koran wrapped in a piece of precious embroidery.
The women showed me silks they had woven from their own
cocoons; and old coins found in the desert; and a manuscript
similar to those Aurel Stein brought home.
On the morning after we arrived a donkey with a Union
Jack at his ear passed before our kiosk. The donkey-man
wore a leather belt with a glittering metal plate and on this
we read the astonishing words, BRITISH INDIAN POST-
MAN. We were forty-five days* journey from India and this
was the monthly, consular post. Peter grew very excited, but
when the big red leather bag was emptied and he saw
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